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Recommended Practices for Controlling Asphalt 
Exposures during Tear-Offs of Asphalt Roofs

Introduction
Asphalt roof removal (“tear-off”) operations can result in 
worker exposures to asphalt particulates (dust). Exposures 
are expected to be limited on jobs using manual slicing or 
prying methods to remove asphalt shingles, roll roofing 
and felt underlayments. Measurable particulate levels have 
been found on jobs using aggressive removal methods such 
as power roof cutters, power tear-off machines and hand 
or power saws. Asphalt particles may be inhaled; they can 
also be deposited onto the skin, resulting in the dermal 
absorption of some of the chemicals in asphalt. ARMA 
and NRCA recommend, as a matter of prudence and good 
industrial hygiene practice, that the following precautions be 
observed to reduce exposures when removing asphalt roofs.

Identify the Materials in the Existing Roof
The contractor should always identify the materials in the 
roof to be removed. Existing roofs may contain materials 
other than asphalt which are considered to be health 
hazards. For example, coal tar, a recognized carcinogen, is 
a particular concern because it has been used extensively in 
low-slope roof systems in the past and can easily be mistaken 
for asphalt. Contractors should comply with all applicable 
laws, as well as any recommended precautions in SDSs and 
manufacturer installation guides, intended to protect workers 
and others against health hazards associated with coal tar, 
asbestos, and any other hazardous material during removal 
of the existing roof.
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Recommended Precautions for 
Asphalt Roof Removals
Observe the following precautions when removing an 
asphalt roof:

 � Wherever possible, work upwind during tear-off activities.

 � Roof material should be removed in an intact state to the 
extent feasible.

 � Wear leather or cotton gloves (leather preferred).

 � Wear goggles or face shields during use of aggressive 
manual or power tools or equipment that pulverize the 
roof material, such as power roof cutters, power tear-
off machines and hand or power saws. Consider safety 
glasses that have added protection from airborne debris, 
such as foam padded safety glasses.

 � Wash exposed areas of the skin with soap and water as 
soon as possible after each shift and, if possible, before 
eating, drinking, smoking, chewing tobacco or gum, 
applying cosmetics, or using toilet facilities. Fuels, solvents 
and other industrial chemicals should never be used to 
clean condensed fumes or asphalt from the skin.

 � Do not eat, drink, smoke, chew tobacco or gum, apply 
cosmetics, or have open or exposed food and beverages, 
in areas where dusts from tear-off activities are present or 
may have been deposited on surfaces.

 � Work clothing that comes into contact with dust or 
particulates from tear-off jobs should be removed as soon 
as possible after each workday, should be kept separate 
from other clothing, and should not be re-worn unless 
laundered.

 � On jobs involving the use of aggressive manual removal 
methods or power tools or equipment, work with building 
management to ensure that appropriate measures are 
taken to prevent dust from entering the building through 
windows and other air intakes, for example, by covering 
or closing such intakes and/or temporarily shutting down 
the heating and ventilation system.
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This publication is disseminated for informational purposes only, and is intended to provide a general resource for roofing contractors and workers 
on jobs involving asphalt products. It is based on information that is published in the open literature or otherwise readily available to the general 
public and believed to be reliable. Although every reasonable effort has been made to be accurate as of the publication date, ARMA and NRCA 
cannot accept responsibility for any inaccuracies or omissions this brochure may contain. This publication addresses only certain hazards associated 
with exposures to asphalt and asphalt emissions. Workers on asphalt roofing jobs may be exposed to a variety of other health and safety hazards. 
THE USER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSURING COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS, WIDELY-ACCEPTED GUIDELINES, AND 
INDUSTRY STANDARDS OF CARE INTENDED TO PROTECT WORKERS AND OTHERS AGAINST HEALTH AND SAFETY HAZARDS. Contractors and roofing 
workers also should observe the warnings and recommended precautions on product labels and in safety data sheets and other manufacturer 
publications relating to such hazards. ARMA and NRCA are not engaged in the rendering of legal or medical advice or services. If expert assistance is 
required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. Nothing contained herein shall be interpreted as a warranty by ARMA or NRCA, 
either express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL ARMA OR NRCA BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, including special, indirect, consequential or incidental damages 
or damages for loss of profits, revenue, use or data, whether claimed in contract, tort or otherwise. Where exclusion of implied warranties is not 
allowed, the liability of ARMA and NRCA shall be limited to the maximum extent permitted by law.




